
 MEFA SPEDYTOR

    MEFA SPEDYTOR takes extremely little 
space on the desk.

After setting it on the stand, it can print on 
roll paper "Jumbo" 
(approx. 1000 waybills).

Quick replacement of the paper roll with 
continuous self-adhesive or label makes 
classic laser printers uncomfortable for 
printing letters.
  

  MEFA SPEDYTOR

is intended for companies and individuals 
using courier services (Forwarding) for 
printing waybills and other documents.
  
   Prints on:

   - continuous paper
   - continuous adhesive paper
   - labels of various sizes

MODEL:

drukarki.mefa.com.pl/spedytor



continuous 
paper

11cm x 160m

continuous 
self-adhesive 
paper with an 

undercut

10,5cmx40mb

  10cmx15 cm  
       lub 
 10cmx17cm

self-adhesive 
label of any 

length

Are you looking for a small waybill printer ?
Look no further, you have already found !

MEFA SPEDYTOR  is a printer that will perfectly replace a traditional laser printer.

Failure-free work combined with very small dimensions and no toner replace make 

MEFA SPEDYTOR

leaves laser printers far behind.

Small printer, so many formats - this is possible thanks to the use of continuous self-adhesive paper. 
You no longer have to use interchangeable labels, which are different sizes depending on the waybill. From 
now on, we have everything in one, small and fast device - thanks to which we do not exchange rolls with 

different labels and thus reduce printing costs.

You don't know how to put paper from a JUMBO roll into the printer?

MEFA SPEDYTOR

Insert the paper into the gap 
between the cabinet and the 

paper cover.

Open the cover and drag the 
paper until it protrudes

outside.

Close the cover and tear 
off any unnecessary 

paper.

Finished.
The printer is ready for work.
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Printing

Character set

Paper

 RS232C
transmission

Reliability

                   
                                                           MEFA 1 (selected Esc/P codes and selected Seiko DPU5400 codes)
                                                           MEFA 2 (selected Esc/P codes and selected  DPU3445 codes)
                                                           MEFA 3 (selected Esc/P codes and selected Pinta-line, Radix IBS codes)
                                                           MEFA 4 (selected Esc/P codes and selected Extech 4” codes).

                                                           With PIEPrint software installed (Field Software Products) for printing.
                                                           MEFA4 emulation available in the printer..
                                                           PIEPrint software features the following settings:
                                                           - Printer:                      EXTEXCH 4 inch
                                                           - Com Speed:             115200 bodów
                                                           - Serial handshake:    hardware
                                                           - Date Compresion     yes
                                                           - outher parameters   according to own requirements.  
            
 

Printing method:               thermal printing, 
Resolution:                       8 points/mm,  vertically and horizontally
Printing speed:                 80 mm per second
Printing mechanism:        SEIKO Instruments LTP V445A-832    

Compliance:

110mm x 160m continuous or 
105mm x 90m self-adhesive or 
label paper 110mm x 150mm, 110mm x 170mm

mains power supply

Data format:8 bits, without the parity bit
Transfer rate: 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 
115200,230400, 460800, 921600 bit/s
Transfer sync: DTR (hardware, recommended)
Connection:  Cable with a Db9 connector
                     (Standard Connections: PC-RXD, TXD, CTS RTS, GND)          

Operation temperature: - 20°do+50°C,humidity 95% (excluding condensation)

Size and weight
160 x 150 x 60mm, in a rubber cover  162 x 152 x 62mm
640g without paper roll

Completeness

-  Control Codes 

  -  In the devices
         Pocket PC 

printer, USB cable,
 power Supply,
 paper roll 110mm x 160m,
 JUMBO roller stand,
 user manual and warranty card,
 package

Certificates

Consumables:

Codes 
barcodes: Code 39, Codabar, Code 128, EAN8, EAN13, UPC/EAN13 
interleaved 2/5: QR, DataMatrix.

 Memory Flash 256, SRAM 64kB, Flash 2MB, SD, up 32 GB.

 Data buffer

 MTBF 5000H, MCBF 100 million dots or least 50 km of printout, 
 (25% filled with text)

CE: PN-EN 55022:2006/A1:2008 ; 
PN-EN 55024:2000/A1:2004/A2:2004/Ap1:2009; 
IP-54, RoHS.

Character sets:    ANSI:USA, France, Germany, UK, Denmark, Sweden,
                            Italy, Spain and USA 437, Polgaz, Mazovia,Latin 2 PC 852,
                            Windows 1250,Windows 1251, Windows 1252, ISO8859-1, 
                            ISO8859-2, ISO8859-5,Cyrillic 866.
                All code tables available on the following website:
                www.microsoft.com/globaldev/reference/cphome.asp

    Technical specification:

Specification:

Operation conditions

Interface

Power supply

 20 KB

MEFA SPEDYTOR
Additional accessories:

Thermal paper
112mm x 30m

JUMBO roll stand

Self-adhesive label paper: 
110 x 150mm 
110 x 170mm

Continuous self-adhesive paper 
110 x 90m

Continuous paper 110 x 160m

USB


